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A1
Subject pronouns

1. Write the subject pronouns.

Singular Plural

I we

you you

he

theyshe

it

.......... ..........

..........

...................... ..........

..........

..........I

Subject pronouns are used as the subject of a verb.

For example,

Aisha likes cake. → She likes cake.

verbsubject
pronoun

subject verb
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He

2. Write the subject pronouns.

Tony is a student. ......... studies English.

Clara is a student, too. ......... studies Maths.

......... are students.

Donut is a good dog. ......... is friendly.

Marcel and Aisha have cake. ......... are happy.

Hi, ...... am Aisha. ...... am 16 years old.

3. Write the verb ‘to be’.

I .......... a student.

They .......... happy.

She .......... nice.

am

We .......... friends.

Verb ‘to be’

Subject pronoun Verb ‘to be’

I am

you are

he

isshe

it

Subject pronoun Verb ‘to be’

we are

you are

they are

Si
ng
ul
ar Pl
ur
al
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4. Write the subject pronouns and the verb ‘to be’.

Is Tony sad?

No, ....... ....... excited.he is

z z z...

Clara, are you happy?

No, ......... ......... tired.
Am I excited?

Yes, ....... ....... excited.

Are we tired?

No, ....... ......... happy.

Is Clara sad?

No, ....... ....... angry.

Are Marcel and Aisha tired?

No, ........... ....... sad.

Clara and Aisha, are you angry?

No, ........... ....... tired.

Is the dog happy?

Yes, ....... ....... happy.

z z z...

It .......... a dog.

Clara and Aisha, you .......... fun.

Aisha, you .......... intelligent.

He .......... friendly.
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5. Write the object pronouns.

I want the book.

I want ........... .it

Marcel can see Aisha.

He can see ........... .

Aisha can not see Marcel.

She can not see .......... .

Marcel, can you see Aisha and me?

Can you see ........... ?

Yes, I can see ........... .

Tony, you and I are friends.

I like ........... .

You like ........... .

Tony likes sweets.

He likes ........... .

Si
ng
ul
ar

Subject pronoun Object pronoun

I me

you you

he him

she her

it it

Pl
ur
al

Subject pronoun Object pronoun

we us

you you

they them

Object pronouns
Object pronouns are used as the object of a verb and after prepositions.

For example,

Aisha likes cake. → She likes it.

I made the cake for Aisha. → I made the cake for her.

verbsubject
pronoun

object
pronoun

subject verb object

preposition preposition object
pronoun
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6. Listen and write the object pronouns.

7. Write the sentences in the correct order.

I have a present for Aisha. It is for ........... .

Excuse ........... , do you know the time?

I know ........... . He is my friend.

Hi, can I help ........... ?

This cake is for ........... and ........... . It is for ........... .

Aisha and Tony. I have a question for ........... .

Pizza and chips are my favourite foods. I love ........... .

I like this dog. I want to play with ........... .

Do you know Mary? No, I do not know ........... .

I like to have lunch with Aisha and Marcel. I like to talk to ........... .

Do you like the cake? I made ........... .

She / intelligent / is . → ..............................................................

like / I / it . → ..........................................................................

know / them / you / Do ? → ..........................................................

he / a student / Is ? → ................................................................

We / good / are / friends . → ........................................................

me / They / love . → ..................................................................

She / to / us / nice / is . → ...........................................................

Are / tired / you ? → ..................................................................

him / like / you / Do ? → .............................................................

She is intelligent.


